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Abstract25

26

The study uses lidar observations from the polar orbiting Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared27

Pathfinder Satellite Observations  (CALIPSO) satellite to correct operational atmospheric28

motion vector (AMV) pressure heights. This intends to reduce the height assignment error as29

well as the horizontal error correlation of AMVs for their use in data assimilation.30

Additionally, AMVs are treated as winds in a vertical layer as proposed by several recent31

studies. Corrected and uncorrected AMV winds are evaluated using short-term forecasts of32

the global forecasting system of the German Weather Service.33

At first, a direct lidar-based height correction of collocated AMV and CALIPSO observations34

is evaluated. Assigning AMV winds from Meteosat-10 to ~120 hPa deep layers below the35

lidar cloud top reduces the wind errors of AMVs from Meteosat-10 by 7-15%. In addition, the36

AMV error correlation is reduced by about 50 km through the correction. However, such a37

direct correction can only be applied to collocated AMV/CALIPSO observations that exhibit38

a comparably small subset of all AMVs.39

Secondly, CALIPSO observations are used to derive statistical height bias correction40

functions for a general height correction of all operational AMVs from Meteosat-10. Such a41

bias correction achieves on average about 50% of the error reduction of the direct correction.42

Results for other satellites are more ambiguous, but still encouraging. Given that such a bias43

correction can be applied to all AMVs from a geostationary satellite, the method exhibits a44

promising approach for the assimilation of AMVs in numerical weather prediction models in45

the future.46
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1 Introduction47

48

Atmospheric Motion Vectors (AMVs) are retrievals of the atmospheric wind field derived by49

tracking cloud and water vapor structures in successive satellite images. These structures50

characterize tropospheric motions, and thereby the horizontal wind speed and wind direction51

can be determined. By using imagery from geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites and also52

exploiting the possibility of combining images from different satellites (Lazarra et al., 2014),53

AMVs are almost globally available. AMVs provide wind information with a unique spatial54

and temporal coverage, especially over the oceans and in polar regions with traditionally rare55

in-situ observations. Given that the current global observing system is heavily skewed56

towards mass/temperature observations, reliable wind observations in remote areas are an57

essential data source for global numerical weather prediction (NWP) models (Baker et al.,58

2014). AMVs are therefore assimilated routinely in all global NWP systems, and many59

studies showed that this type of satellite data has a positive impact on the forecast skill of60

NWP models (Bormann and Thépaut, 2004; Velden et al., 2005; Joo et al., 2013).61

Although AMVs have proven to be an important source of wind information, some issues still62

remain. One unsolved problem comprises spatially correlated errors up to horizontal distances63

of several hundred kilometres (Bormann et al., 2003). The main contributor to the AMV wind64

error and error correlation is the height assignment, which can be particularly error-prone65

when the wind varies strongly with height. Velden and Bedka (2009) estimated that 70% of66

the total AMV wind error arises from height assignment issues. A number of error sources67

contribute to this: Temperature and humidity model profiles that are used to retrieve the AMV68

height may contain errors that are often correlated horizontally, and multi-layer clouds or69

semi-transparent clouds pose a further challenge for the height assignment process. Studies on70

AMV error characteristics and the improvement of the AMV height assignment are therefore71

an active field of research (e.g. Borde et al., 2014, Salonen et al., 2014, Bresky et al., 2012).72
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In practice, these issues lead to a massive thinning of the originally dense AMV dataset for73

data assimilation. As an example, the German Weather Service (DWD) thins AMVs to a74

minimum horizontal distance of 200 kilometres in their global NWP system.75

AMVs are traditionally interpreted as single level observations. However, recent research76

revealed that this assumption should be reconsidered. Several studies showed that AMVs77

rather represent vertical layers instead of discrete levels (Hernandez-Carrascal and Bormann78

2014; Weissmann et al. 2013; Velden and Bedka 2009). In Folger and Weissmann (2014), a79

combined approach of layer-averaged and lidar-corrected AMVs was used to correct AMV80

pressure heights of Meteosat-9 and -10, verified by nearby operational radiosondes. The aim81

of the present paper is to further elaborate this concept, and to overcome the limitations of82

spatially and temporally rare radiosonde observations by using model equivalents for the wind83

verification. As in Folger and Weissmann (2014), lidar observations from the polar orbiting84

Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations  (CALIPSO) satellite are85

used to correct AMV pressure heights. In the first part of the present study, a direct correction86

of AMVs with collocated CALIPSO observations is evaluated using different layer depths87

and layer positions relative to the lidar cloud-top height and relative to the operationally88

assigned AMV height. Furthermore, effects on the AMV error correlation are quantified. In89

the second part of this study, height bias correction functions for a general height adjustment90

of operational AMVs are derived to proceed from an individual height correction to a larger91

scope of application. This approach allows using lidar information for the AMV height92

correction without the need of real-time lidar data.93

94

2 Data and Method95

96

2.1 Datasets97

98
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a)  AMVs from geostationary satellites99

100

The study is mainly focused on AMVs derived from images of the European geostationary101

satellite Meteosat-10, which is located at 0° longitude and covers Europe, Africa and large102

parts of the Atlantic Ocean. In addition, an overview of results for AMVs from other103

geostationary satellites that are used routinely in global NWP models is provided. These are104

Meteosat-7 at 57°E, the Multi-Functional Transport Satellite 2  (MTSAT-2) at 145°E and the105

two Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites  (GOES) at 135°W (GOES-West)106

and 75°W (GOES-East). The geographical position of these satellites is shown in Figure 1.107

Meteosat-10 belongs to the Meteosat Second Generation with in total 12 channels in the108

visible and infra-red range that can be used for the AMV derivation. Meteosat-7 (Meteosat109

First Generation) is less sophisticated with only 3 channels and consequently, considerably110

fewer AMVs are available. Meteosat-AMVs are derived operationally by the European111

Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites  (EUMETSAT). GOES112

satellites have 6 channels each and GOES-AMVs are provided by the National Environmental113

Satellite Data and Information Service  (NESDIS) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric114

Administration  (NOAA). MTSAT-2 is the Japanese geostationary satellite with 5 channels;115

MTSAT-2-AMVs are provided by the  Japan Meteorological Agency  (JMA). As Meteosat-7116

provides only a small AMV sample and results tend to be similar to Meteosat 10, only results117

for MTSAT-2-AMVs and for the two GOES satellites combined are shown in addition to a118

detailed evaluation for Meteosat-10.119

AMVs are derived by using images from different satellite channels. Generally, visible120

channels (VIS) are used in the lower troposphere below pressure heights of 700 hPa during121

daylight periods. AMVs from infrared channels (IR) are derived throughout the troposphere,122

whereas AMVs from water vapor channels (WV) are mainly found in upper levels above 600123

hPa. WV-AMVs are derived by tracking cloud structures as well as water vapor gradients. As124
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AMV pressure heights are compared to lidar cloud-top observations in this study, WV-AMVs125

derived from water vapor structures are not considered. There are several AMV height126

assignment methods that are used operationally. The Equivalent Black Body Temperature127

(EBBT) method is the most common method for low-level opaque clouds, using brightness128

temperatures of IR satellite images to retrieve height levels for AMVs. For high-level AMVs,129

the CO2-slicing and the H2O-intercept method both utilize differences of two satellite130

channels for the height assignment. More details on height assignment methods can be found131

in Di Michele et al. (2013) and Salonen et al. (2014). Unfortunately, the resulting operational132

Meteosat-AMV data set contains no information on the height assignment method applied for133

deriving individual AMVs.134

135

b)   Lidar observations from CALIPSO136

137

The polar-orbiting satellite CALIPSO was launched in 2006 as part of the “A-Train” and flies138

in a sun-synchronous orbit in 705 km altitude, encircling the earth in about 100 minutes. The139

lidar CALIOP (Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization ) on board is currently the140

only space-borne lidar and thus provides unique information on clouds and aerosols from141

space. This study uses the level-2 cloud-layer product, which provides information on the142

lidar cloud-top height with high horizontal (1 km) and vertical resolution. The latter varies for143

different altitudes: At lower altitudes (-0.5 km to 8.2 km), the vertical resolution is 30 m and144

at higher altitudes (from 8.2 to 20.1 km) it is 60 m. The combined use of two wavelengths in145

the visible (543 nm) and IR (1064 nm) range allows retrieving additional information on the146

specific cloud scene, such as cloud phase or multi-layer cloud situations. Additionally, the147

Cloud-Aerosol-Distinguisher  (CAD) is defined as a quality index that indicates the reliability148

of the retrieved lidar information, ranging from +100 (cloud observation) to -100 (aerosol149
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observation). For more information on CALIPSO, see Winker et al. (2009, 2010) and Hunt et150

al. (2009).151

152

c)   Collocation of AMVs and lidar observations153

154

In order to find suitable CALIPSO lidar cloud-top observations that are close to AMVs,155

different collocation criteria are applied that generally follow Folger and Weissmann (2014).156

For Meteosat-AMVs, the maximum horizontal distance between AMVs and collocated157

CALIPSO lidar observations was set to 50 km, with a maximum time difference of 30 min.158

The median of all lidar cloud-top observations within this range is taken as a representative159

cloud top, which is then compared to the operational AMV pressure height. Thereby, a160

threshold of at least 20 lidar observations within this range is applied. In addition, the root161

mean square difference between these lidar observations and their median must be smaller162

than 70 hPa. Multi-layer cloud scenes as well as cloud observations with a CAD < 90 are163

discarded. The AMV quality index (ranging from 0 to 100, with 100 indicating the best164

possible quality) must be greater than 50. However, errors may still arise due to the horizontal165

and temporal distance, so that different clouds might be observed from lidar and AMV166

tracking feature. Therefore, only AMVs that are at most 100 hPa above and 200 hPa below167

the respective median cloud-top heights are considered. This interval is chosen on the168

assumption that an AMV represents the atmospheric motion of a vertically extended cloud169

structure and is therefore located below the actual cloud top. All AMVs beyond this range are170

discarded.171

For GOES- and MTSAT-2-AMVs, these collocation criteria are slightly adjusted in order to172

avoid problems with semi-transparent clouds. First, the AMV quality index threshold is raised173

from 50 to 80. In addition, AMVs were only used if the CALIPSO flight path approaches the174

AMV position to less than 10 km, which corresponds to an average distance of ca. 25175
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kilometres between the AMV and the available lidar cloud-top observations within the 50-km176

radius that is used for the calculation of the median lidar cloud-top height.177

178

d)   Study periods179

180

Two different periods are evaluated in this study. For the evaluation of the direct lidar height181

correction in Section 3.1, the study period comprises 11 days (31 May – 10 June 2013, first182

evaluation period) of operational AMVs. For the height bias correction functions in Section183

3.2, a 6-day time interval is used that ranges from 7 May to 12 May 2013 (second evaluation184

period). This slightly different timeframe is chosen because continuous CALIPSO lidar185

observations are needed in section 3.2 in the preceding 30-day time interval of the respective186

evaluation period to calculate correction functions. This criterion is not fulfilled for the first187

evaluation period due to gaps in the CALIPSO data set. Fig. 1 shows the position of AMVs188

with collocated lidar observations in the second evaluation period.189

The study uses high-level AMVs above a pressure height of 400 hPa and low-level AMVs190

below a pressure height of 700 hPa. As there are traditionally few mid-level AMVs, AMVs191

between 400 hPa and 700 hPa are not evaluated due to an insufficient sample size. Fig. 2192

shows the vertical distribution of AMVs for both evaluation periods for Meteosat-10.193

Altogether, 13200 AMVs in the first evaluation period and 7410 AMVs in the second194

evaluation period are analysed, with about 70% of them located in low-level and 30% in high-195

level regions. For the other geostationary satellites, there are considerably fewer AMVs196

available. Table 1 lists the numbers of all used AMVs with collocated lidar observations for197

both periods. Only about 10% of the number of Meteosat-10-AMVs is found for MTSAT-2198

and GOES-AMVs. This is due to the smaller number of available AMVs from these satellites,199

as well as due to the stricter collocation criteria described in the previous paragraph.200

201
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2.2 Methods202

203

a)  Layer-averaged GME model winds204

205

Several studies showed that AMVs should be interpreted as layer-averages instead of winds at206

discrete levels. Satellites detect radiation from finite vertical layers and additionally the207

motion of clouds rather represents a vertically averaged wind over the whole cloud than the208

wind at the cloud top (Hernandez-Carrascal and Bormann, 2014). Folger and Weissmann209

(2014) used collocated operational radiosondes to show that layers relative to the lidar cloud210

top yield an error reduction of 12% (17%) compared to layers (levels) centered at the211

operational AMV height. The additional need of verification radiosondes massively limits the212

sample size of collocated AMVs and lidar observations to about one percent of the original213

number. To overcome this limitation, GME model equivalents are used in this study for the214

wind verification. GME was the operational global forecasting system of the German Weather215

Service (DWD) until July 2015, with a horizontal grid spacing of 20 km and 60 levels in the216

vertical. An observation operator for layer-averaged AMVs was recently implemented at217

DWD. This operator provides AMV model equivalents derived from short-term (first-guess)218

forecast that are used for verification. The geographical position of each AMV is horizontally219

interpolated between the grid points, and then the vertical layer averaging over the respective220

layer is applied. As the assimilation window of GME is 3 h, the maximum temporal221

difference between AMV and model equivalents is 90 minutes.222

223

b) AMV height correction with collocated lidar observations224

225

Based on the results of Folger and Weissmann (2014), layers of varying depth ranging from 0226

to 200 hPa at three positions are evaluated: (i) below the lidar cloud-top height, (ii) with 25%227
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above and 75% below the lidar cloud-top height and (iii) centered at the operational AMV228

height. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3. In order to assess the benefit of lidar-229

corrected and layer-averaged AMVs, two error metrics are applied for all considered layers:230

The Vector Root Mean Square Error (VRMS), and the wind speed bias. These are calculated231

as follows:232
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with )AMV_model()ionalAMV_operat( iii uudu -= , idv  analogously. N is the number of235

available AMVs with corresponding CALIPSO lidar cloud-top observations, oper denotes236

operational wind values and model the GME model equivalents of the respective layers.237

238

c)  AMV error correlations239

240

AMVs exhibit significant spatially correlated errors that are caused by several reasons. Height241

assignment procedures use model temperature profiles that are already correlated mutually. In242

addition, AMVs that tend to be dissimilar to their neighbours are rejected during quality243

control processes, thereby enhancing existing error correlations. In this study, error244

correlations for operational AMVs and for AMVs that are assigned to 120-hPa layer-averages245

below the lidar cloud-top height are compared. For this purpose, all Meteosat-10-AMVs with246

available collocated lidar observations during the first evaluation period (31 May – 10 June247

2013) are considered (called AMV sample “A” in the following). For these AMVs,248

circumjacent AMVs (without a direct lidar height correction available, AMV sample “B”) are249

divided into 50-km-bins around each AMV A for the same point in time. In addition, the250

vertical distance between the AMV pressure heights may not exceed 150 hPa for the obtained251
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AMV-A/AMV-B pairs. Error correlations for the u-component of the wind field are252

calculated for each 50-km-bin as follows (analogously for the v-component):253

254

))(),(()(_ _mod,,_mod,, operelBoperBoperelAoperA uuuucorrucorrloperationa --=255

))(),(()(_ _mod,,_mod,, operelBoperBCalipsoelAoperA uuuucorrucorrCalipso --=256

257

where the index A denotes the AMVs with a direct CALIPSO lidar height correction available258

and B the AMVs without collocated lidar observations that surround AMV A . The index oper259

indicates the operationally assigned wind, model_oper the model winds at the operational260

AMV heights, and model_Calipso  the lidar-corrected and layer-averaged model equivalents.261

The total error correlation operational_corr  (u and v combined) is then derived as262

))(_)(_(5.0 vcorrloperationaucorrloperationa +* , with Calipso_corr analogously.263

264

d)  Height bias correction functions265

266

The previously described direct AMV height correction method is based on actual cloud-top267

heights of collocated lidar observations of the respective AMV. However, this method is only268

applicable to a small number of operational AMVs, as time and position of the AMVs have to269

coincide with nearby CALIPSO lidar observations. As an alternative approach, height bias270

correction functions are calculated for a general mean adjustment of all AMV heights from a271

respective satellite. For this purpose, the direct CALIPSO height correction is applied to all272

available AMVs within a certain timeframe and then an average over the resulting height273

adjustment values is computed. This height bias correction is then applied to a subsequent274

independent verification period. Durations of 30 days and 10 days are used as averaging275

timeframes and the resulting corrections are applied during the second evaluation period (7276
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May to 12 May 2013). The 30-day mean comprises the days from 1 April to 6 May 2013277

(with missing CALIPSO data on six days within this interval). The 10-day mean is calculated278

from the actual preceding days of the respective date. This means that for example the bias279

correction derived from the period 2 – 11 May 2013 is applied and evaluated on 12 May280

2013. As a third approach, the 30-day period is subdivided to determine separate correction281

functions for the northern hemisphere (latitude larger than 25°N), the southern hemisphere282

(latitude larger than 25°S) and a tropical region in between. Table 2 lists the numbers of283

AMVs with collocated CALIPSO lidar observations that are used for the different height284

correction periods for Meteosat-10. For the other geostationary satellites (section 3.3), only a285

30-day average is calculated for the height bias correction due to the smaller number of286

available AMVs. The counts for GOES- and MTSAT-2-AMVs are listed in Table 3. Height287

bias correction functions are calculated for the different channels (VIS, IR and WV) for 50-288

hPa altitude-bins between 950 hPa and 200 hPa plus one additional bin for AMVs below and289

above this range, respectively. Every bin must contain at least 30 individual correction values290

to determine a valid mean adjustment for the respective altitude bin and AMV channel.291

Mean VRMS differences and wind speed bias values are calculated for all AMVs (i) for the292

discrete operational levels, (ii) for levels at 60 hPa below the actual lidar cloud-top293

observation and (iii) for the adjusted levels based on the height bias correction functions. In294

addition, 120-hPa-deep layer-averages centered at these levels are considered. The level 60295

hPa below the lidar cloud top was chosen as it represents the mean pressure of the 120-hPa296

layer.297

298

3 Results299

300

The first two sections (3.1 and 3.2) present results for lidar-based height correction methods301

for the European geostationary satellite Meteosat-10. In 3.1, results on the direct CALIPSO302
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lidar height correction are shown. Section 3.2 comprises results on height bias correction303

functions that can be used as a general height adjustment, omitting the need of a directly304

collocated lidar observation for a single AMV. Section 3.3 provides a brief evaluation of both305

methods for other geostationary satellites.306

307

3.1 Direct CALIPSO lidar height correction308

309

a)  VRMS and wind speed bias310

311

AMV winds are evaluated by assigning AMVs to different layers and levels relative to the312

original AMV height and relative to the lidar cloud-top height during the first evaluation313

period (31 May – 10 June 2013). Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of height differences314

between operational AMV heights and cloud-top heights derived from collocated CALIPSO315

lidar observations for all used Meteosat-10-AMVs. More than 80% of all operationally316

assigned AMVs are located below the actual lidar cloud top, corresponding to positive height317

differences on the x-axis. The highest number of AMVs occurs within the first 50 hPa below318

the lidar cloud top.319

Figure 5 shows the VRMS difference and wind speed bias between operational AMV winds320

and layer-averaged model winds. Grey dashed lines represent layers that are centered at the321

operational AMV height, which serve as a reference for the lidar-corrected layers relative to322

the lidar cloud-top height (black lines). High-level AMVs above a pressure height of 400 hPa323

comprise WV and IR AMVs, whereas low-level AMVs below a pressure height of 700 hPa324

consist mainly of VIS and IR AMVs. Dividing the AMVs data set for different channels used325

for their derivation shows similar results for both high- and low-level AMVs and is therefore326

not shown.327
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For high-level AMVs (Fig. 5a), lowest VRMS differences are achieved for 120-hPa layers328

below the lidar cloud top, resulting in a relative error reduction of about 10% when compared329

to reference layers of the same depth centered at the original AMV height (dashed line) and of330

about 15% when compared to the discrete operational AMV heights (dashed line at 0 hPa).331

The wind speed bias tends to be close to zero for 100-hPa layers below the lidar cloud top.332

Low-level AMVs (Fig. 5b) show lowest VRMS differences for 120-hPa layers below the lidar333

cloud top and for 200-hPa layers with 25% above and 75% below the lidar cloud top. For334

120-hPa layers below the lidar cloud top, the correction reduces the VRMS difference by 8 %335

and 15% compared to reference layers centered at the operational AMV height and to the336

discrete operational height, respectively. The wind speed bias is generally small for low-level337

AMVs, but layers below the lidar cloud top exhibit slightly smaller values than the 25%/75%338

layers.339

340

b)  AMV error correlations341

342

To investigate the effect of the lidar height correction on the horizontal correlation of AMV343

errors, correlation coefficients are computed as a function of horizontal distance (Fig. 6). The344

black, dashed line in Fig. 6 corresponds to the error correlation for AMVs at the operational345

pressure height, showing a decrease of the correlation with increasing horizontal distance. The346

grey line represents values for the correlation of lidar-corrected AMVs (using 120-hPa deep347

layers below the lidar cloud-top height) to operational AMVs.  The lidar-corrected data set348

shows a significantly lower correlation to the operational AMVs which further emphasizes the349

potential benefit of lidar-corrected AMVs for data assimilation. On average, the lidar-350

correction reduces the correlation by about 50 km. As the AMV verification is conducted with351

model equivalents, the absolute values of the correlation are strongly affected by the352

horizontal correlation of model errors and should not be evaluated. However, the model353
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correlation can be expected to be independent of the AMV errors and therefore results for the354

corrected and uncorrected AMV data set can be compared. Bormann et al. (2003) calculated355

the error correlation of AMVs using radiosondes for verification and found correlation values356

that were about 30% smaller than the values in Fig. 6. This difference is likely the357

contribution of the model correlation.358

359

3.2 Height bias correction functions360

361

Folger and Weissmann (2014) and the previous section showed that a direct lidar-based362

height correction significantly reduces the wind error of AMVs. However, this direct363

correction can only be applied to a small fraction of the AMV data set, where collocated364

CALIPSO observations are available for the correction. This section evaluates the potential of365

general lidar-based height bias correction functions derived from a preceding 10-30 day366

period, with an additional hemispheric subdivision of the 30-day period. This approach has367

the advantage that the full operational AMV data set for a respective satellite can be368

corrected.369

The previous section showed that 120-hPa-deep layers below the lidar cloud top yield lowest370

VRMS differences and wind speed bias values. For this reason, layers of that position and371

depth and, as discrete levels, 60 hPa levels below the lidar cloud top are used for the372

calculation of height bias correction functions. Exemplarily, Fig. 7 shows the 30-day lidar-373

based bias correction for Meteosat-10 as a function of altitude and satellite channel. Negative374

values indicate that the AMV is shifted downwards in the atmosphere. Mid-level AMVs375

between 400 hPa and 700 hPa are not used for the height correction given the comparably376

small AMV density in this range. Generally, the adjustment of high-level AMVs is of the377

order of minus 20 hPa. Low-level AMVs are also shifted downwards at most altitude levels.378

The largest adjustment of 60-80 hPa occurs for AMVs in 700-800 hPa altitude. Generally, the379
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curves of height bias correction functions based on a 10-day mean as well as for the latitude380

subdivision (both not shown) tend to have a similar shape as the 30-day mean, with less381

pronounced height adjustment values for the tropics than for the extra-tropics.382

Fig. 8 shows the mean VRMS difference and wind speed bias between AMV and model383

winds for applying the height bias correction to Meteosat-10-AMVs during the second384

evaluation period (7 May – 12 May 2013). Black bars represent results for operational AMV385

heights, striped bars for the CALIPSO height correction with directly collocated lidar386

observations, and grey bars for the three different height bias correction functions. The left387

part of each panel shows the results for discrete levels (operational levels, levels at 60 hPa388

below the lidar cloud top and “adjusted” levels based on the three height bias correction389

functions). Accordingly, the right part represents layer-averaged values for 120-hPa deep390

layers centered at the respective heights. Results for the direct lidar height correction are391

generally similar to the results in Section 3.1.a, with slight variations due to the different392

evaluation periods considered in the two sections.393

For high-level AMVs (Fig. 8a), lowest VRMS differences (upper panel) are achieved for 120-394

hPa layers based on the direct lidar height correction. However, the lidar height bias395

correction reveals a distinct error reduction compared to levels/layers relative to the396

operational AMV height and achieves about 30-50% of the reduction of the direct correction,397

with no clear preference for a particular correction function. In addition, the wind speed bias398

(lower panel) is clearly reduced for the direct lidar height correction as well as for height bias399

correction functions based on a 30-day mean and a 10-day mean when compared to the wind400

speed bias at the operational AMV height.401

Low-level AMVs (Fig. 8b) exhibit a similar pattern as high-level AMVs. Again, the direct402

CALIPSO lidar height correction shows best results when layer-averages are used. In403

addition, layers relative to the adjusted heights based on the height bias correction show a404

clear error reduction of VRMS differences compared to the operational values. In particular,405
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the 10-day bias correction exhibits VRMS differences that are almost equally low as errors of406

the direct lidar height correction. The wind speed bias for low-level AMVs is strongly407

reduced for the direct lidar height correction as well as for the height bias correction,408

especially when a layer-averaging at the respective height is applied. Overall, VRMS409

differences are generally lower for layer-averages than for discrete levels, which further410

emphasizes that AMVs represent the wind in a vertically extended layer.411

To investigate the effect of different layer depths and level positions relative to the lidar412

cloud-top height, Fig. 9 shows the relative reduction of VRMS differences of both lidar height413

correction methods (direct lidar correction and lidar-based bias correction) for discrete levels414

and finite layers when their results are compared directly to the results for the discrete415

operational AMV heights. Relative error reduction values are shown as a function of layer416

depth for low- and high-level AMVs combined. Solid lines correspond to layers/ levels of the417

direct lidar height correction, whereas dashed lines represent layers/levels relative to the418

adjusted height based on a 30-day bias correction. Overall, best results are achieved by the419

direct lidar height correction for 120-hPa layers below the lidar cloud top (solid black line)420

with an error reduction of about 11% compared to the operational AMV heights. Again, this421

value deviates slightly from the error reduction found in section 3.1 (~ 15%), as two different422

evaluation periods are considered in the two sections. Using the bias correction, the largest423

error reduction (~9%) is also achieved for 120-hPa layers (dashed black line), reaching about424

80% of the error reduction that is gained with the direct lidar height correction. The results for425

discrete levels below the lidar cloud top (solid grey line) are less distinct. The largest error426

reduction of about 7% is achieved for levels at 50-60 hPa (drawn in the figure at 100-120427

hPa) below the lidar cloud top. Results for the adjusted pressure heights that are based on the428

30-day height bias correction function are least pronounced (dashed grey line) and only show429

a slightly positive effect (3.5% error reduction).430

431
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3.3 Other geostationary satellites432

433

After demonstrating the benefit of the direct lidar height correction as well as the lidar-based434

bias correction for Meteosat-10-AMVs, these height correction methods are now tested for435

other geostationary satellites. In particular, results for GOES-AMVs and MTSAT-2-AMVs436

are shown for the direct lidar height correction during the first evaluation period (Fig. 10) and437

for the 30-day height bias correction during the second evaluation period (Fig. 11). As438

described in section 2.1.c, the collocation criteria for GOES-AMVs and MTSAT-2-AMVs439

were slightly adjusted compared to the ones applied to Meteosat-AMVs.440

The mean VRMS difference and wind speed bias for the direct lidar height correction for441

GOES-AMVs and MTSAT-2-AMVs is illustrated in Fig. 10. Results are shown for low-level442

and high-level AMVs, again discarding mid-level AMVs between 400 hPa and 700 hPa. For443

GOES high-level AMVs (Fig. 10a), 100-120 hPa layers below the lidar cloud top show a444

small benefit over the operational AMV heights, with about 3% relative error reduction445

compared to layers of the same depth centered at the operational AMV height and 9%446

compared to discrete operational AMV heights. The corresponding bias values are close to447

zero at layer depths of approximately 80 hPa. Low-level GOES-AMVs (Fig. 10b) show a448

large error reduction for assigning AMVs to layers relative to the lidar cloud-top height for all449

layer depths, with minimum VRMS differences for 150-hPa layers. Here, the error reduction450

reaches 22% (30%) when these layers are compared to layers (levels) at the operational AMV451

height. The corresponding wind speed bias is also clearly reduced compared to the operational452

values. High-level AMVs from MTSAT-2 (Fig. 10c) exhibit a similar pattern as high-level453

GOES-AMVs, achieving lowest VRMS differences for 100 hPa deep layers below the lidar454

cloud top. For low-level MTSAT-2-AMVs (Fig. 10d), no distinct improvement is found for455

assigning AMVs to layers relative to the lidar cloud-top height456
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Fig. 11 shows the VRMS difference and wind speed bias for the 30-day height bias correction457

for GOES- and MTSAT-2-AMVs. Results for levels/layers based on a 30-day bias correction458

(grey bars) are compared to levels/layers relative to the operational AMV height (black bars)459

and relative to the lidar cloud-top height (striped bars). For high-level GOES-AMVs (Fig.460

11a), the VRMS differences of the direct lidar height correction as well as the height bias461

correction do not show advantages over the operational height. In addition, the wind speed462

bias deteriorates for both height correction methods. In contrast, low-level GOES-AMVs (Fig.463

11b) exhibit clearly lower VRMS differences with similarly positive results for the direct464

height correction and the 30-day height bias correction. Again, layer-averaging exhibits465

additional benefits compared to using discrete levels. High-level AMVs from MTSAT-2 (Fig.466

11c) show a similar pattern as Meteosat-10-AMVs in terms of VRMS differences. Lowest467

values are achieved for the direct lidar height correction, but the height bias correction also468

leads to a small error reduction compared to the operational values. In addition, the wind469

speed bias is slightly reduced for both lidar height correction methods. For low-level AMVs470

of MTSAT-2 (Fig. 11d), the bias correction shows slightly lower VRMS differences than the471

operational AMV height. Wind speed bias values for both height correction methods are of472

similar magnitude as the operational bias.473

474

4 Summary and conclusion475

476

In this paper, lidar observations from the polar-orbiting satellite CALIPSO are used to correct477

AMV pressure heights from different geostationary satellites, with a major focus on478

Meteosat-10.479

In the first part, results for the height correction of AMVs with directly collocated CALIPSO480

lidar observations are presented. In contrast to Folger and Weissmann (2014), GME model481

equivalents are used for the wind verification instead of radiosondes. This allows analysing a482
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considerably larger amount of AMVs. For Meteosat-10, both high-level and low-level AMVs483

exhibit lowest VRMS differences for assigning AMVs to 120-hPa deep layers below the lidar484

cloud top. This leads to an error reduction of 8-10% when compared to layers of the same485

depth centered at the operational AMV height, and about 15% when compared to the discrete486

operational AMV levels.487

In the second part, statistical height bias corrections functions are developed based on a488

climatology of differences between AMV and lidar cloud-top height. Different lengths of the489

training period and settings for deriving the bias correction functions are tested and the490

resulting corrections are then applied to a subsequent verification period. This approach491

allows proceeding from an individual, direct height correction for a small subset of AMVs to492

a height adjustment of all operational AMVs from the respective geostationary satellite.493

Generally, adjusting AMV pressure heights of Meteosat-10 according to 30-day or 10-day494

height bias correction functions leads to lower VRMS differences and a lower wind speed495

bias compared to using the operational AMV heights. On average the reduction is about 30-496

50% of the reduction by the direct correction, but has the clear advantage that all AMVs can497

be corrected. Thereby, assigning AMVs to 120-hPa deep vertical layers relative to the498

adjusted heights based on a 30-day height bias correction function leads to a three times larger499

error reduction than assigning them to discrete levels at the mean pressure of the respective500

layers.501

For other geostationary satellites, the positive effect of the direct lidar height correction as502

well as applying height bias correction functions is less distinct than for Meteosat-AMVs.503

However, both height correction methods overall indicate benefits in terms of VRMS504

differences and wind speed bias when compared to the operational wind errors. For low-level505

GOES-AMVs, results of the direct lidar height correction as well as of the height bias506

correction indicate that lidar observations can reduce wind errors by up to 30%. In contrast,507

high-level GOES-AMVs exhibit only small benefits for reducing VRMS differences, and508
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even show degradation in terms of the wind speed bias. This might be due to problems with509

high-level semitransparent or multi-layer clouds. In addition, the sample size of high-level510

GOES-AMVs is relatively small compared to low-level GOES-AMVs or AMVs from other511

satellites. MTSAT-2-AMVs show both for high-level and low-level AMVs either neutral or512

slightly positive effects for both lidar height correction methods when compared to results at513

the operational AMV height.514

The positive impact of assigning AMVs to layers instead of discrete levels shown in this515

study coincides with findings of preceding studies (Velden and Bedka, 2009, Weissmann et516

al., 2013). In particular, results for the model verification conducted in the present study517

confirm the findings of the radiosonde verification shown in Folger and Weissmann (2014),518

with lowest wind errors for 120-hPa deep layers below the lidar cloud top. This implies that519

model error does not blur the results, therefore justifying the use of model equivalents as520

verification also for the evaluation of the error correlation and height bias correction. Using a521

simulated model framework, Hernandez-Carrascal and Bormann (2014) illustrated that AMVs522

represent winds averaged over the vertical extent of a cloud instead of the cloud-top or cloud-523

base level wind. This corresponds well to our results with lowest wind errors for assigning524

AMVs to layers below the lidar cloud-top height.525

This study revealed a positive impact of lidar-based height correction methods for the AMV526

height assignment of Meteosat-AMVs, yielding lowest wind errors for the direct CALIPSO527

lidar height correction, but still achieving a clear error reduction for the height bias correction.528

For MTSAT-2 and GOES-AMVs, lidar height correction methods show promising results529

especially for GOES low-level AMVs, but there is still need for research. Problems with high-530

level GOES-AMVs for height bias correction functions could be approached by taking only531

half of the height adjustment proposed by the respective height bias correction function. This532

implies that both the original AMV height assignment and the lidar height correction are533

equally weighted for assigning a new AMV height.534
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Overall, the direct lidar height correction has proven to be a valuable source of information535

for the reduction of wind errors, the wind speed bias and the error correlation of operational536

AMVs. As the direct lidar height correction requires collocated lidar observations for each537

AMV, this method is restricted to available space-borne lidar observations in real-time and538

therefore more complex to apply in operational data assimilation systems. The proposed539

height bias correction in the second part of this paper provides an alternative that does not540

require real-time data and is easy to implement in an NWP system. Follow-on studies to541

evaluate the benefit of the lidar-based height bias correction for the forecast skill of NWP542

models are ongoing.543

In summary, this study demonstrates the potential of incorporating lidar observations into544

AMV height assignment methods. Space-borne lidar observations provide reliable545

information on cloud-top heights that is independent from the AMV processing procedures546

and from model fields used for the processing. The application of height correction methods547

based on lidar information is not restricted to CALIPSO. Other space-borne lidars are planned548

to be launched in the near future, e.g. the Earth Clouds, Aerosols and Radiation Explorer549

(EarthCARE, see Illingworth et al., 2014). Thus, the assimilation of AMVs as layer-averages550

in combination with lidar information for the AMV height correction is seen as a promising551

approach to increase the benefit of AMVs for NWP. Furthermore, the height bias correction552

with independent lidar information may be useful to derive consistent data sets for climate553

research and to evaluate AMV processing methods.554
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TABLES663

664

665

666

TABLE 1. Number of AMVs with collocated lidar observations used in this study for both667

evaluation periods668

669

670

671

672

673

674

675

676

677

678

679

Meteosat-10 MTSAT-2
GOES

(East and
West comb.)

high level 3673 621 226evaluation
period 1

(31 May –
11 June 2013) low level 9527 487 1192

high level 2144 295 143evaluation
period 2
(7 May –

12 May 2013) low level 5266 278 698
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680

681

682

683

684

685

686

687

688

689

TABLE 2. Number of lidar-corrected AMVs used to calculate height bias correction690

functions over different periods for Meteosat 10. Counts of the 30-day height correction691

periods comprise AMVs in the period 1 Apr – 6 May 2013. Counts of the 10-day height692

correction period were averaged over the respective counts for each day of the 6-day693

evaluation period.694

695

696

697

698

699

700

701

702

703

704

705

counts
height correction

period low
level

high
level

30 days 24027 12114

30 days
northern hemi. 3439 2901

30 days
tropics 10889 6571

30 days
southern hemi. 9699 2606

10 days 7873 4114
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706

707

708

709

710

711

TABLE 3. Number of lidar-corrected AMVs used for a 30-day height bias correction712

function (1 Apr – 6 May 2013) for GOES and MTSAT-2.713

714

715

716

717

718

719

720

721

722

723

724

725

726

727

728

729

730

731

counts
satellite

low
level

high
level

GOES
(East and West) 16005 5467

MTSAT-2 5371 7626
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FIGURE CAPTIONS732

733

FIG. 1. Geographical coverage of the five main geostationary satellites and AMVs derived734

from these satellites with collocated CALIPSO lidar observations for the time period from 7735

May 2013 to 12 May 2013.736

737

FIG. 2. Height distribution of AMVs with collocated CALIPSO lidar observations used for738

(a) the direct lidar height correction (31 May 2013 – 10 June 2013) in Section 3.1 and (b) the739

height bias correction functions (5 May 2013 – 12 May 2013) in Section 3.2.740

741

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of the different layers used in this study. Layers below the lidar742

cloud top and layers with 25% above and 75% below the lidar cloud top are compared to743

reference layers centered at the operational AMV height. Layer depths vary from 0 to 200744

hPa.745

746

FIG. 4. Histogram of height differences (hPa) between original AMV pressure heights and747

lidar cloud-top heights for high-level and low-level AMVs combined. Positive values748

correspond to AMV heights that are below the respective lidar cloud top.749

750

FIG. 5. Mean VRMS differences (upper panels) and wind speed bias (lower panels) between751

AMV winds and layer-averaged model winds for (a) high-level and (b) low-level Meteosat-752

10-AMVs. Numbers in brackets are AMV counts. Gray dashed lines represent layers centered753

at the original AMV pressure height; black lines represent layers below the lidar cloud-top754

height; black dotted lines represent layers with 25% above and 75% below the lidar cloud-top755

height (cf. legend).756

757
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FIG. 6. Horizontal AMV error correlations of operational AMVs (dashed black line) and758

lidar-corrected layer-averaged AMVs (grey line) when compared to surrounding operational759

AMVs for Meteosat-10 winds from all levels as a function of horizontal distance between the760

AMVs. The dotted line shows the number of collocations used and corresponds to the y-axis761

on the right.762

763

FIG. 7. Height bias correction functions for Meteosat-10 for a 30-day period (1 April 2013 –764

6 May 2013) as a function of altitude. Different line styles indicate different satellite channels765

(cf. legend).766

767

FIG. 8. Mean VRMS differences (upper panels) and wind speed bias (lower panels) between768

AMV and model first-guess winds for (a) high-level and (b) low-level Meteosat-10-AMVs.769

Numbers in brackets are AMV counts. AMV oper corresponds to the operational AMV height,770

CALIPSO to the direct lidar height correction. Different height bias correction functions are771

designated as 30days (30-day mean), 30days hemi (30-day mean with hemispheric and772

tropical sub-divisions) and 10days (10-day mean). Results are shown both for layer-averages773

of 120-hPa deep layers and for discrete levels.774

775

FIG. 9. Relative reduction of VRMS differences between AMV and model winds for776

assigning AMVs to layers/levels below the lidar cloud top (solid lines) and to layers/levels777

based on the height bias correction function for a 30-day mean (grey lines) instead of the778

discrete operational AMV heights. Hereby, black lines represent layer-averages and grey lines779

discrete levels relative to the respective height. Low- and high-level AMVs are combined.780

The level height in hPa below the cloud top is drawn at the mean pressure of the denoted layer781

on the x-axis.782

783
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FIG. 10. As Fig. 3, but for (a) GOES high-level, (b) GOES low-level, (c) MTSAT-2 high-784

level and (d) MTSAT-2 low-level AMVs.785

786

FIG. 11. Mean VRMS differences (upper panels) and wind speed bias (lower panels) between787

AMV and model winds for (a) GOES high-level, (b) GOES low-level, (c) MTSAT-2 high-788

level and (d) MTSAT-2 low-level AMVs. Numbers in brackets are AMV counts. AMV oper789

corresponds to the operational AMV height and CALIPSO to the direct lidar height correction.790

The applied height bias correction function is based on a 30-day mean ( 30days). Results are791

shown for discrete levels and 120-hPa deep layer-averages.792

793

794

795

796

797

798

799

800

801

802

803

804

805

806

807

808
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. Geographical coverage of the five main geostationary satellites and AMVs derived

from these satellites with collocated CALIPSO lidar observations for the time period from 7

May 2013 to 12 May 2013.
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FIG. 2. Height distribution of AMVs with collocated CALIPSO lidar observations used for

(a) the direct lidar height correction (31 May 2013 – 10 June 2013) in Section 3.1 and (b) the

height bias correction functions (5 May 2013 – 12 May 2013) in Section 3.2.
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FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of the different layers used in this study. Layers below the lidar

cloud top and layers with 25% above and 75% below the lidar cloud top are compared to

reference layers centered at the operational AMV height. Layer depths vary from 0 to 200

hPa.
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FIG. 4. Histogram of height differences (hPa) between original AMV pressure heights and

lidar cloud-top heights for high-level and low-level AMVs combined. Positive values

correspond to AMV heights that are below the respective lidar cloud top.
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FIG. 5. Mean VRMS differences (upper panels) and wind speed bias (lower panels) between

AMV winds and layer-averaged model winds for (a) high-level and (b) low-level Meteosat-

10-AMVs. Numbers in brackets are AMV counts. Gray dashed lines represent layers centered

at the original AMV pressure height; black lines represent layers below the lidar cloud-top

height; black dotted lines represent layers with 25% above and 75% below the lidar cloud-top

height (cf. legend).
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FIG. 6. Horizontal AMV error correlations of operational AMVs (dashed black line) and

lidar-corrected layer-averaged AMVs (grey line) when compared to surrounding operational

AMVs for Meteosat-10 winds from all levels as a function of horizontal distance between the

AMVs. The dotted line shows the number of collocations used and corresponds to the y-axis

on the right.
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FIG. 7. Height bias correction functions for Meteosat-10 for a 30-day period (1 April 2013 –

6 May 2013) as a function of altitude. Different line styles indicate different satellite channels

(cf. legend).
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FIG. 8. Mean VRMS differences (upper panels) and wind speed bias (lower panels) between

AMV and model first-guess winds for (a) high-level and (b) low-level Meteosat-10-AMVs.

Numbers in brackets are AMV counts. AMV oper corresponds to the operational AMV height,

CALIPSO to the direct lidar height correction. Different height bias correction functions are

designated as 30days (30-day mean), 30days hemi (30-day mean with hemispheric and

tropical sub-divisions) and 10days (10-day mean). Results are shown both for layer-averages

of 120-hPa deep layers and for discrete levels.
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FIG. 9. Relative reduction of VRMS differences between AMV and model winds for

assigning AMVs to layers/levels below the lidar cloud top (solid lines) and to layers/levels

based on the height bias correction function for a 30-day mean (grey lines) instead of the

discrete operational AMV heights. Hereby, black lines represent layer-averages and grey lines

discrete levels relative to the respective height. Low- and high-level AMVs are combined.

The level height in hPa below the cloud top is drawn at the mean pressure of the denoted layer

on the x-axis.
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FIG. 10. As Fig. 3, but for (a) GOES high-level, (b) GOES low-level, (c) MTSAT-2 high-

level and (d) MTSAT-2 low-level AMVs.
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FIG. 11. Mean VRMS differences (upper panels) and wind speed bias (lower panels) between

AMV and model winds for (a) GOES high-level, (b) GOES low-level, (c) MTSAT-2 high-

level and (d) MTSAT-2 low-level AMVs. Numbers in brackets are AMV counts. AMV oper

corresponds to the operational AMV height and CALIPSO to the direct lidar height correction.

The applied height bias correction function is based on a 30-day mean ( 30days). Results are

shown for discrete levels and 120-hPa deep layer-averages.


